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This website has some great worksheets to use with your students to prepare them to write their personal
narrative. Friday, November 29, Opportunities for Opinion Writing Two weeks ago, we started working on
opinion writing in my first grade classroom. Writing Pie Source: Unknown This is a quick and easy anchor
chart to help students see different types of writing. Write from the Heart Sometimes the hardest part about
writing is coming up with whom and what you should write about. It also includes 3 different rubrics, 3
different self reflection forms, pieces to make a reusable anchor chart, a list of mentor texts to use for opinion
writing and 10 writing prompts for your students to use as they are being introduced to opinion writing. I am
super proud of how their writing turned out. I used the reusable chart again for the modeling. Here are some of
our favorites. Tactile learners can write their first drafts on sentence strips and use this format to put the events
in order before they transcribe their work onto writing paper. The pieces to make the reusable opinion writing
chart are included in the Writing My Opinion unit. Writing Realistic Fiction This anchor chart reminds upper
elementary students how to create realistic stories. Organized Paragraph So fun! Problem and solution? As
students are editing their work, have them read with green, yellow, and red pencils in hand so they can see
how their paragraphs are hooking and engaging readers. Meaningful dialogue? It really walks your students
through the process, so they have all the elements they need to create their own story. This anchor chart will
help your young writers understand the difference between inside and outside characteristics. This anchor
chart is a wonderful idea because students can write their idea s on a sticky note and then add it. Draw the
stoplight first and then invite students to help come up with different words. Encourage students to try other
ways to have their characters respond. Use the chart as a whole-class reference or laminate it to use in small
groups. Student Reporters Source: Joyful Learning in KC This anchor chart, best for Kâ€”2, is made relevant
with examples of student work, in this case a fantastic ladybug report. I introduce each type of writing that we
do throughout the year by reminding the students that authors organize their writing in different ways. This
deliciously inspired opinion anchor chart can be used by students in grades 3â€”5 during writers workshop or
when developing an opinion for discussion or debate. You can check out the Writing My Opinion unit and my
other products by visiting my Tpt store. Alternatives to Said If your students are learning about writing
dialogue, an anchor chart like this could really come in handy. The unit includes different graphic organizers
one that supports writers working on the K standard, another for the 1st grade standard and one for the 2nd
grade standard for differentiating opinion writing. I created Writing My Opinion to cover the K, 1st and 2nd
standards from the common core writing anchor standard 1.


